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WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU?

Scientific research is an international, multidisciplinary and multisectoral activity and requires researchers with diverse skills and knowledge to fully develop their scientific potential.

At the Spanish Foundation for Science and Technology (FECYT), we work to improve researchers’ access to the labour market and professional development.

OBJECTIVES

To improve the mobility of researchers in Europe.
To increase visibility of employment opportunities for researchers in Europe.
To stimulate comprehensive human resources management in research institutions (including more open, transparent selection processes, training, social benefits, etc.).
To facilitate the training of researchers in key skills (to improve their competencies and mobility between sectors and destinations).
To increase the visibility of Spanish researchers abroad and their international competitive profile.

MOBILITY AND CAREERS IN RESEARCH

FECYT coordinates the Spanish EURAXESS network, which supports researchers during periods of mobility and in professional development:

Are you a foreign researcher in Spain? The Spanish EURAXESS network has all the information you might need to move and live in Spain (accreditation of foreign qualifications, visas, accommodation, social security, etc.) and can put you in touch with experts in different areas of Spain. www.euraxess.es

Are you leaving to work in a European country? All European member states have support services for researchers moving to their country. www.euraxess.eu

Are you looking for employment opportunities for research? The EURAXESS Jobs portal has thousands of job opportunities, including many in Spanish institutions. http://ec.europa.eu/euraxess/jobs

Do you know about the Charter&Code for Researchers? The European Commission has defined the rights of researchers and the obligations of research institutions (regarding working conditions, training, recruitment and selection, etc.). FECYT supports Spanish institutions to comply with the Charter&Code. http://ec.europa.eu/euraxess/rights-european-Charter

Do you feel that your training as a researcher is appropriate for your professional needs? Under the EURAXESS framework, FECYT works to make the training of researchers in Europe more comprehensive, including key skills (leadership, team management, fundraising, etc.) which improve employability and facilitate the best performance in science.

Do you want to apply for a grant from the European Research Council (ERC) or Marie Sklodowska-Curie (MSCA) in Spain? National contact points for the ERC and MSCA are in the European Office (FECYT-MINECO) and are there to help you. http://www.eshorizonte2020.es/que-es-horizonte-2020/horizonte-2020-en-espana/oficina-europea

Do you want to guarantee the maximum coverage of your job advertisements to find the best candidate? You can publish them on EURAXESS Jobs.

SPANISH RESEARCHERS ABROAD

FECYT runs a network of science coordinators in Spanish embassies in Washington, Berlin and London and collaborates with the Spanish Agency for International Development Cooperation (AECID) on science and technology to:

Support the establishment of Spanish scientists communities abroad and their activities in many countries (USA, UK, Germany, etc.), Spanish scientists have formed associations to make their work visible and facilitate dialogue between themselves. From FECYT, we support this work and collaborate in the joint organisation of events. http://www.euraxess.es/servicios/investigadores-fuera-de-espana2

To facilitate discussion between Spain and the United States, the United Kingdom and Germany on scientific issues. Scientific coordinators promote bilateral institutional relations through conferences (for example: www.cientificosUS.es), science talks from prominent researchers (both at the embassy and at the pub) and educational activities (the “Science in the classroom” programme), among other examples.

To increase the visibility of the work of Spanish scientists abroad. FECYT helps promote and spread the work and activities of Spanish scientists abroad as well as the professional achievements of Spanish scientists.

To serve as a point of contact between Spanish scientists abroad and the Spanish science and technology system. Direct contact with Spanish scientists abroad facilitates dialogue with the national science and technology system.

To include scientific activities in Spain’s image abroad with the aim of reinforcing Spain’s image as a country of science.
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WHAT IS FECYT?
The Spanish Foundation for Science and Technology, FECYT, is a state-run public foundation under the Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness through the State Secretariat for Research, Development and Innovation. Our mission is to promote science and innovation, bringing them closer to the general public and supporting as part of our functions the needs of actors in the Spanish System of Science, Technology and Innovation.

WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU?

To increase the visibility of Spanish researchers abroad and their international competitive profile.

To facilitate the training of researchers in key skills (to improve their professional development).

To improve the mobility of researchers in Europe.

To increase visibility of employment opportunities for researchers in Europe.

To stimulate comprehensive human resources management in research institutions (including more open, transparent conditions, training, recruitment and selection, etc.). FECYT works to make the training of researchers in Europe more effective and comprehensive, including key skills (leadership, team management, fundraising, etc.) which improve employability and facilitate the best performance in science.

To serve as a point of contact between Spanish scientists abroad and the Spanish science and technology system.

To include scientific activities in Spain’s image abroad with the aim of reinforcing Spain’s image as a country of science.

To increase the visibility of the work of Spanish scientists abroad.

To support the establishment of Spanish scientists communities abroad and their activities in many countries (USA, UK, Germany, etc.), Spanish scientists have formed associations to make their achievements of Spanish scientists abroad visible and facilitate dialogue between themselves. From among other examples.

To facilitate discussion between Spain and the United States, the Spanish Agency for International Development Cooperation, the Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness, the European Commission and the International Federation of Science Organizations (IUFRO) are working to include scientific activities in Spain’s image abroad. To facilitate discussion between Spain and the United States, the Spanish Agency for International Development Cooperation, the Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness, the European Commission and the International Federation of Science Organizations (IUFRO) are working to include scientific activities in Spain’s image abroad.

Under the EURAXESS framework, FECYT coordinates the Spanish EURAXESS network, which includes many in Spanish institutions.

If you are a foreign researcher in Spain, you can find support services for researchers moving to the Spanish networks and the Spanish EURAXESS network.

Are you a foreign researcher in Spain?

Are you leaving to work in a European country?

Do you want to apply for a grant from the European Research Council (ERC) or Marie Skłodowska-Curie (MSCA) in Spain?

Do you want to guarantee the maximum coverage of your job advertisements to find the best candidate?

You can publish them on EURAXESS Jobs. Are you looking for employment opportunities for research?

The EURAXESS Jobs portal has thousands of job opportunities, including many in Spanish institutions.

Do you feel that your training as a researcher is appropriate for your professional needs?

FECYT helps promote and spread the work and activities of prominent researchers (both at the embassy and at the pub) and conferences (for example: www.cientificosUS.es), science talks from coordinators promote bilateral institutional relations through the establishment of Spanish scientists communities abroad and their activities in many countries (USA, UK, Germany, etc.). Spanish scientists have formed associations to make their achievements of Spanish scientists abroad visible and facilitate dialogue between themselves. From among other examples.
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ARE YOU A RESEARCHER looking for professional development opportunities?

Do you know about the Charter&Code for Researchers?

The European Commission has defined the rights of researchers and the obligations of research institutions (regarding working conditions, training, recruitment and selection, etc.). FECYT supports researchers during periods of mobility and in professional development.

TO FACILITATE DISCUSSION BETWEEN SPAIN AND THE UNITED STATES, THE SPANISH AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION, THE MINISTRY OF ECONOMY AND COMPETITIVENESS, THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION AND THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF SCIENCE ORGANIZATIONS (IUFRO) ARE WORKING TO INCLUDE SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES IN SPAIN’S IMAGE ABROAD.

FECYT runs a network of science coordinators in Spanish embassies in Washington, Berlin and London and collaborates with the scientific communities abroad.

Support the establishment of Spanish scientists communities abroad and their activities in many countries (USA, UK, Germany, etc.). Spanish scientists have formed associations to make their achievements of Spanish scientists abroad visible and facilitate dialogue between themselves. From among other examples.

FECYT, we support this work and collaborate in the joint organisation of events.

Are you a researcher looking for professional development opportunities?

Are you a researcher looking for professional development opportunities?

Are you a researcher looking for professional development opportunities?

Are you a researcher looking for professional development opportunities?

Follow us on:

Flickr

facebook.com/fecyt.ciencia

twitter.com/FECYT_Ciencia

flickr.com/photos/fecyt/

Tel: 91 425 09 09

e-mail: cienciaexterior@fecyt.es
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